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Fig. 5 . A collision ofthe two solitary waveshaving different amplitudes traveling in the same direction.
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Fig. 3. Formationofsolitary
waves undertheinitialcondition
rectangular input pulse.
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the collision ofthetwo
Fig. 5.

solitary waves shown in

asmall one. Fig. 6 showstheorbitofthe
catching-upprocess as a
of eachsolitary wave beforecollision
functionoftime.Theorbit
becomes parallel with the orbit aftercollision.
The procedure to construct the soliton line developed here is widely
applicablenotonlyto
nonconservativeoscillatorysystemsshowing
limit cycle behavior, but also to conservative oscillatory systems [ 3 ] ,
141.
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waves.

velocity of solitary

reveal that solitary waves can propagate along the line showing solitonlikenature.Ontheotherhand,a
wave does not propagateonthe
nonlinear line if the parameters are chosen in such a way that the tank
circuit is nonoscillatory, Le., G(V)> 0. The results of computer experiments with respect to solitary waves are given in Fig. 3. The numerical
results are obtained by solving (3), (4), (S), and ( 6 ) successively with
the use of the Runge-Kutta Gill method. Here the reflections of the
waves at the terminal of the nonlinear line are avoided by letting itbe
longer. The input rectangular pulse of the nonlinear transmission line
decomposes into a train of solitary waves and each solitarywave propagates with its own velocity. The velocity is determined depending on
the peak amplitude of the solitary wave, as is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5
shows the catching-up process of a large amplitude solitary wave with

A Grounded Inductance Simulation Using the
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Abmuct-A neweconomical active RC reaJization of a grounded
inductance using the DVCCS/DVCVS as the active element is given.
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tude of the inductor.

Sensitivities to all passive and sctive circuit
components are wry low. Application of the simul.ted inductmce m
the reolkLItion of a cmonic selectk parallel resanator is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of the integrated DVCCS/DVCVS which is a
linear versatileactivebuildingblock
[ 11 , several c o n f i i t i o n s for
realizing different types of transferfunctions haveappeared m the
technical literature [ 2 ] -[4]. It is well known that an ideal grounded
inductor could be realizedusing two DVCCS/DVCVS (acting as a
gyrator [2]) terminated by a grounded capacitor. In this letter a new
active R C realization of a lossy grounded inductor using only a single
DVCCS/DVCVS, a single grounded capacitor, and a resistor is introd u d . The effect of the phase shift in the transconductance of the
active element is studied in detail.

~
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Fig. 1. Symbolic representation of the DVCCS/DVCVS.
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11. THE ACTIVE DEVICE
The DVCCS/DVCVS is b a s i d l y adifferentialinput,
linear active
element with two outputs, one of hi& impedance and the other of low
impedance. Fig. 1 shows the device symbol [ l ] where

Io = G(V+ - V-).
This active device is now commercially available
form [ l ] .

(1)
in integrated circuit

Fig. 2. (a) The newinductancesimulationcircuit.

@) Theinput

-

admittance equivalent circuit.

111. THE NEW CIRCUIT
Fig. 2(a) represents the new inductance simulation circuit. By direct
analysis assuming an ideal active device the mput admittance to the network is given by

shown in Fig. 2@) where
which is represented by the equivalent circuit

Fig. 3 . A novel parallel resonator using a single DVCCS/DVCVS.
The grounded capacitor controls the magnitude of L. The realization
obtained which is a parallel RL impedance belongs to the type B as has
been classifiedby Dutta Roy [ 5 ] . At this point it is worthwhile to
compare the proposed realization with some of the well known inductance simulation circuits using only a single operational amplifier ( o p
amp) as the active element. With the op-amp used as the active element,
[SI,
atleasttwo
resistorsareneeded
fortheinductancesimulation
whereas with the given realizationonlyasingleresistor
is required,
whichmaybeanadvantage
fromthe noisepointofview.
Another
point is that most of theactive RC circuits simulating agrounded inductor usingonlyasingle
o p a m p require one or two cancellation constraints,thusimposing severestabilityandtrackingrequirementson
components with temperature and aging [ 6 ] . For example the Cheng
and Lim realization [ 6 ] which is asingle o p a m p circuit simulating a
series inductor-capacitor branch requires one cancellation. The Prescott
realizatype A realization [7] and the Berndt and Dutta Roy type A
cancellationconstraint.
TheOrchardand
tion 181 bothrequireone
Willson attractive single opamp inductor simulation circuit [9]requires
two cancellationconstraints.Oneof
the fewcanoniccircuitsforinductance simulation using a single op-amp which requires no cancellation is the Ford and Girling type B circuit [lo]. This is similar to the
proposed circuit as both networks realize a type B circuit with no cancellation requirement. With finite op-amp gain, however, it is perhaps
more appropriate to consider the Ford and Girling circuit as a type C
realization [SI.
The proposed network may also realize an ideal grounded
inductor
utilizing the phase shift in the transconductance of theDVCCS/DVCVS
as illustrated next. Practically, the transconductance G is expressed as
[I1

G = G,, . ,-JW7

Substitution of (5) into (2) yields

L = -GO

Thus to a first approximation, it is seen that magnitude of the realized
inductance is not affected by the phase shift in the transconductance,
whereas the shunt resistor Req is increased. This phaseshiftmay be
(7), the condition for an
utilized to realize an idealinductor.From
ideal inductor is:

(8)

C = G o . 7.

IV. SESSITIVITIES
From (7) the sensitivities of L to all circuit components are very low
and are given by
L
L
L
S=l, S=l, s = - 1 .
(9)
C
R1
Go
V . A NOVELCASONIC PARALLEL
RESOSATOR
Fig. 3 represents a new second-order parallel resonator having two
earthed capacitors. The wo and the Q of the resonator aregiven by

(4)

where Go is the ideal value of the transconductance if the phase shift is
neglected.
such that U T < 1/3, one can approximate
For the frequency range
the exponential function as[ l l ] :
G 2 Go(l - j w r ) .

where

Thecircuit may be tunedto realizeavariablefrequencyoscillator
(utilizingthe phase shift in thetransconductance) by adjustingthe
capacitor C to the valuegiven by equation (8), and in this case the
o s d a t i o n frequency is given by

1

(5)

fo = 2 4 -

'

w for

1

<37

(11)

The output of this novel oscillator is obtained from the output of the
buffer, and the frequency of oscillation is controlled by the capacitor
c1.
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From the expression of a one finds that a critical adjustment
of p
would be necessary which is true for all positive integrators [ I ] , [ 21.
However, p would be determined by the ratio of two resistances and,
therefore, can be made temperature independent.
When the resistance R o is the output impedance of the unity gain
amplifier one gets a very large value of R / R o . A voltage follower with
an output resistance of 1 and gain 0.9995 is available [ 31. R = 1 k n ,
nR = 1 0 k n ,and C = 100 pFwould therefore realize an integrator with
T = 1 ms. Since the voltage follower has a very large input impedance,
(10 000 Ma) the positive feedback in this amplifierwill not deteriorate
the Q of the capacitor C. From the above example one finds that a
very small capacitance can be used in this realization-a desirable feature in monolithic IC implementation. The gain constant of the circuit
can, however, be controlled by controlling the resistancenR.
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A Perfect Positive IntegratorUsing Extremely Low
Capacitance
ANUP KUMAR BANDYOPADHYAY
Absmrcr-A perfect
hkmtm using a

R*
Fig. 1.
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with
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in

tr&ed (SRC) gain coktant is another advantage of the circuit.

A numberofintegratorcircuitsare
availablewhich use asingle
grounded capacitor [ 11, [ 21. In this letter, a new configuration using
a single grounded capacitor of extremely low valueis presented.
diagramof theproposedconfiguration.
Fig. 1 showsthecircuit
The transfer function of the circuitis

Vo/Vi=p/[(2-p)+SRC{2+(2n+
= 1/(a + T s )

~)(R+RO)/ROII

FRED J. TAYLOR

AND

VARADARAJ SHENOY

Absrrucr-A CTD filter is synthesized using a simple programmable
This policy is suitable for on-line operation and poscoefficient
sesses a simple hardware realization. Experimental results are presented
to demonstrate the potential of the proposed method.

policy.

. . . (say)

where

a = (2 - P)/P
and

T=RC{2+(2n+l)(R+Ro)/Ro}/p.
With p = 2, one gets

This shows that the circuit is a perfect integrator for p = 2. The exn and Ro are
pressions for the sensitivities of T to thevariations of @,

-

si’= 1
s,T= 2n(R/R0)/[2+ (2n + l)(R/RO)] = 1,
for R / R o >> 1, n

Programmable CTD Filters Using Pulse Duration Modulation

>> 1
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I.INTRODUCTION
The MOS bucketbrigade devices (BBD) and charge coupled devices
(CCD)belong to aclassofelectronicsystemscalledchargetransfer
of
devices (CTD). The basic operationandperformancelimitations
these devices are now reasonably well understood [ 11 . Charge transfer
devicesare now commerciallyavailable as delaylines,tappeddelay
lines,split-electrodetransversalfilters
(e.g., the CZT filter),memory
systems, and imagesensors. This work will concentrate on the problem of using CTD’s to mechanize programmable filters. In particular,
a coefficient (or scaling) policywill be proposed and tested in t h i s work.
11. THECTD FILTER

In general,
normalized
a shift
invariant
discrete filter is given by

single-input/single-output
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